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As a woman myself I HATE feminists.
May 24, 2017 | 26 upvotes | by TheLesbianCarWash

Every summer I work at a boyscout camp and at first I was seen as someone who wasn't gonna work as
hard and be a problem because all these feminists bitches ruin the female name. But once I got working,
and earned the respect by doing my fucking job and not getting offended I was quickly treated the same.
What these women don't understand if you want something you have to fucking work for it, instead of
seeing someone else who works their ass off and complain because they are not getting the same
treatment. This is a very short version of why I'm an anti-feminists, but if given the chance I could go on
for hours. I'm just so tired of being called sexist for this bullshit.
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Comments

tryapear • 7 points • 25 May, 2017 07:11 AM 

I will always be an advocate for human rights, but I do not understand this "new age feminism". It does not make
sense and all the judgement and anger lashes out against men or women who support the rights of all. Each
person has a choice. To work hard and earn their place in the world or sit back and choose to let life pass them
by. Regardless of where you came from each person is responsible for their own life. Thank you for your
comment.

[deleted] • 3 points • 1 June, 2017 06:31 AM 

I know what you mean. EVERYWHERE I go I have to overcome what other women have left behind. It gets
tiring. People see you're female and automatically assume you're going to act like an entitled, unfair,
irresponsible, and irrational person. It's just very annoying.

TheLesbianCarWash[S] • 4 points • 1 June, 2017 02:42 PM 

Yeah, the worst part is that the feminist, instead of being like "maybe they treat us differently because we are
acting entitled unfair and irrational" they assume that men are just being assholes. God feminism is such
cancer. And the sad part is, as a woman it takes me all of 2 mins for them to realize I'm not like the feminists
and treat me pretty much the same.

[deleted] • 1 point • 1 June, 2017 06:13 PM 

Oh no no no no no lol. We're WORSE even than men. It shortwires their brain cells, and then they go
into overload and shoot us into an even worse enemy zone than men. At least that's been my experience.
Oh and so lovely too all the tactics to try to silence you. These people definitely DO NOT believe in free
speech. Free speech only if you agree with them lol. And the thing is that this is all just starting to put
women down terribly. I feel like women are getting less and less because of these psychos because the
expectations for women are getting lower and lower. They just can't see it. I guess.

TheLesbianCarWash[S] • 1 point • 2 June, 2017 03:21 PM 

Yeah I completely agree with you. I'm on a collage campus rn and it's fucking sickening. My
roommate is SJW trash and she talks constantly about how all men are rapist and bullshit like that
when although to rate of sexual assaults on woman might be slightly higher, I believe it's due to lack
of men coming forward. Don't even get me started on the fact that any woman can ruin a mans life by
claiming rape and no one fucking cares. If fucking sucks. It must not be helping when on top of that
these feminists whores come by and claiming that they are being oppressed when in reality they have
a fuck ton of power. All they want to do is play victim and it's bullshit, but if I even mention this to
my roommate, like many others, they claim I'm a sexist piece of shit (not even gonna mention the fact
that she claims women can't be sexist apparently not considering I'm a chick)

[deleted] • 1 point • 3 June, 2017 12:09 AM 

You poor thing. I couldn't take that lol. And actually the rate of sexual assaults are higher for men
than women. God forbid anyone actually say that though. It's labeled as sexism which is
REALLY sad uhg. They're kind of like vigilantes or bullies. Well not kind of just are. And yeah
that's weird how they will just switch their minds so that all of a sudden you're sexist. It's almost
like you become a man to them lol. It's just all so weird. And yes of course women can be sexist.
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That is such an IGNORANT statement but I seriously notice most of them (SJWs) are pretty
ignorant and very sheltered too.

Pz5 • 1 point • 1 June, 2017 09:18 PM 

Modern feminism isnt about equality. Its about promoting female chauvinism and advancing their anti
male agenda. They see all men as assholes and 2nd class citizens.

[deleted] • 1 point • 3 June, 2017 12:10 AM 

Yeah it's misandry and narcissistic goddess crap, totally agree. It's scary.

Filth_Orifice • 3 points • 21 June, 2017 08:17 PM* 

Women are their own worst enemies. Some want equality, but the majority want special treatment and to be
given everything. Most are lazy, weak and cowardly. But why wouldn't they be, when if all you have to do is go
set up shop in some man's life who works hard and is already established. Women got life easy Fuck them. And
feminism makes me hate them more. It's like "holy fuck! You want even more special treatment?!" Life isn't
easy enough for you god damn bitches and you want it to be easier all at the expense of men.

TheLesbianCarWash[S] • 1 point • 30 June, 2017 12:51 AM 

Dude this is put really fucking well. It is so sad that I could, right now, accuse any guy of rape and he'd be
sent to prison, but in the south (at least in Texas where I am) WOMAN CANT EVEN BE CHARGED
WITH RAPE. That's some fucked up shit. Also notice when woman complain about not have job equality,
they only talk about the good jobs. You don't see any fucking women complaining about how there isn't
many trash woman. Ugh I fucking hate these prissy little shits. And now they are bringing, the increasingly
rare, actually rational woman down with them. (Aka us 4 anti-feminists) now that I think about I can't really
think of any women i know irl that agree with me on this shit and it's fucking sad. I'm tired of people telling
me to watch out for men and you shouldn't hang out with your guy friends and drink they might fucking rape
you. Omg it's like they think all guys are fucking monsters. They say don't stick your dick in crazy but at this
point we wouldn't be able to maintain the earths population

Cheekibreeki401k • 1 point • 2 July, 2017 04:29 PM 

Good on you ma'am. I agree with you in every way.
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